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This paper is a combinatorial study of the simple subrings of a matrix ring 
over a finite field. The results are an enumeration of the isomorphism classes 
of simple subrings and an enumeration of the subrings in each isomorphism 
class. The method is the application of the Hochschild Galois theory for simple 
algebras to the above setting to obtain a description of the variety and location 
of the simple subrings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a combinatorial study of the simple subrings of a matrix 
ring over a finite field. We assume that the identity of the subring coincides 
with the identity of the ring. The basic approach is a utilization of the 
Hochschild Galois theory for simple algebras, specialized and sharpened 
in the above setting, to obtain a description of how the simple subrings sit 
within the matrix ring. 
Section 2 summarizes the notation to be employed throughout the paper, 
states the fundamental theorem of the Galois theory, and recalls some 
combinatorial facts concerning finite fields and subalgebras of matrix 
rings. Section 3 determines the number of isomorphism classes of simple 
subrings, while Section 4 counts the subrings in a given isomorphism 
class. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
This section provides a summary of notation, conventions, and basic 
results of the Galois theory of finite simple rings which are necessary for 
the enumerations. For additional detail and proofs see [2] or 
[3, pp. 12441771. 
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The following notation and assumptions are fixed for the remainder of 
the paper. 
(a) k = GF(pt) (finite field of Pt elements, p a prime). 
(b) ko = -WP (prime field). 
(4 L = 0% (n by n matrix ring over k). 
Occasionally, we identify L with the k-endomorphism ring End,(V), 
where V is k-vector space of dimension n. 
(d) If k, is any finite field with k, C k, C k, then k, is identified with 
its corresponding field of scalar matrices in the center of L. 
Let R and S be finite simple rings. 
(e) If R is a subring of S, it is assumed that the identity of R is the 
same as the identity of S. 
(f) If R is a subring of §, then C,(R) denotes the centralizer of R in S 
and Aut&‘) denotes the ring automorphisms of S which fix R element-wise. 
If R is the prime subring of S, i.e., the ring generated by 1, then the group 
of automorphisms is denoted by Aut(S). 
(g) Z(S) denotes the center of S. 
(h) If G is a group of ring automorphisms of S then Rng,(G) denotes 
{s in S / /l(s) = s for all fl in G}. Let G, denote the normal subgroup of G 
consisting of all fl which induce inner-automorphisms of S, i.e., /l(s) = 
psp-1 for some invertible p in S. 
The Hochschild Galois theory for simple algebras, when specialized 
to L, describes a natural Galois correspondence between the set of simple 
subrings of L and a suitably selected set of subgroups of Aut(L), called 
the f’regular” subgroups. To describe a regular subgroup, suppose p in L 
is invertible and let 1, denote the inner-automorphism induced by p, i.e., 
I,,(a) = pap-l for 01 in L. If G is a subgroup of Am(L), let R[G] denote the 
subring of L generated by all p with I, an element of G. We observe 
k C Z(R[G]) since 1, = identity for 01 in k and thus R[G] is a k-algebra. 
Then G is called regular if 
(a) whenever p in R[G] is invertible then 1, is in G. 
(b) R[G] is a simple k-algebra. 
THEOREM 2.1. (Hochschild; fundamental theorem for the Galois theory 
of L) Let 
S* = (S j S simple subring of L), 
G* = {G 1 G regular subgroup of Am(L)}. 
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Then the mappings 
S + Am,(L) and RngdG) + G 
describe a Gal&s correspondence between S* and G*, i.e., a lattice inverting 
bijection preserving conjugation. 
The above was first discovered by Hochschild [2] in 1950. The formu- 
lation we use appears in [3]. 
The following counting lemmas will be useful. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let k, = GF(p”) and k, = GF(p3. Let d = g.c.d.{s, v) 
and h = l.c.m.{s, r>. Then 
(a) kl C k, if and only ifs divides r, 
(b) k, n k, = GF(P% 
(c) kl @ k, = GF(ph), where k, and k, are regarded as aZgebras over 
k, n k, . 
Proof. This may be verified directly, or see [3, pp. 17, 13.51. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) Let K be aJield containing k with [K : k] = m. Then 
k C K _C L if and only ifmq = n for a positive integer q. Further, ifmq = n, 
then C,(K) N (K), . 
(b) Let S be a simple ring with k C S _C L. Then S ‘v (K), , where K 
is a finite field with k C K. If [K: k] = m, by (a), mq = n. Further, if 
S = C,(S) then S N (K), where v2w2 = q2 and S = CL(S). 
Proof. See [l, pp. 53-541 or [3, pp. 136-1381. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a regular subgroup of Aut(L). Then 
j G/G, 1 [R[G] : k] = [L : S], 
where S = RngL(G). 
Proof. See [2, Theorem 2.11 or [3, pp. 15&151]. We remark on the 
notation [L : S]. If R is any subalgebra of S over a subfield k, of Z(S), then 
[S : R] denotes [S : k&R : k,]. This does not lead to confusion, since this 
number is independent of the choice of the field kl . 
We also note that R[G] is the entire centralizer of S in (kl),n, where k, 
is the fixed field under G lk and m = [k : kl]. This will allow the reader to 
verify a number of the following facts without reference to [J]. 
582a/20/2-2 
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3. ENUMERATION OF ISOMORPHISM CLASSES OF SIMPLE SUBRINGS OF L 
Let S denote a simple subring of L. Our initial aim is to determine how 
S sits in L and from this determine the integer invariants which characterize 
S up to isomorphism. The emphasis of this section is on the location of S. 
The supporting mathematics is provided in [2] or in [3, pp. 144-1551. It 
will be helpful to refer to Diagram I. 
L 
m 
Q = CL@,) 
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Select a simple subring S. Let G = Aut,(L). Then R[G] is a simple 
k-algebra. Let k, = Z(R[G]). Then, for some m and V, [k, : k] = m, 
[R[G] : k,] = zi2 and, by Lemma 2.3, my = n. Then SC T = C,(R[G]). 
Further, by Lemma 2.3, Z(T) = k, and [T : k,] = w2, where Y = WV. 
Let Q = C,(k,). Then [Q : TJ = v$, [Q : R[G]] = w2 and [L : Q] = m. 
This follows from Lemma 2.3. The location of S in L is thus reduced to 
determining its location to T. It will be helpful to now refer to Diagram II. 
DIAGRAM II 
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Let k, = Z(S) and k, = S n k. By [3, pp. 150-1521 (or see remark at 
end of Section 2), k, = k n k2, kl ‘v k Or, k, , T N S Ok, k, and 
G/G,, N Au&(k,) tl At&(k). 
Then, applying Lemma 2.2 and the fact that [k : k3] = / At&(k)I, there is 
a positive integer q with q dividing t and (q, m) = 1. It is a straightforward 
calculation to conclude that [T : S] = q and [S : k,] = w2. If k, = GP(pd), 
then k = GF(pqd) (so t = qd), kz = GF(pmd), and k, = GF(p”gd). 
Therefore, given k = GF(pt) and L = (k)n , i.e., given a pair (n, t), the 
approach to enumeration of the isomorphism classes of simple rings S is, 
first, to enumerate the choices of centers k, by selecting q and m with 
(a) m dividing n, 
(b) q dividing t, 
(4 (m,q) = 1. 
Then, when a center is chosen, select S by selecting w  where w  divides 
r = (n/m); i.e., we need w  and v to satisfy WV = n/m. 
The above discussion shows that each simple subring determines a triple 
(m, q, w). Conversely, it is easy to construct from a given triple (m, q, w) 
a simple subring S = Scm,a,w) . Finally, it is clear (see Lemma 4.1) that 
&%a,w> = s,, lj 0) , I 
ifandonlyifm=Ei,q=q,w=K. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L = (k)n and k = GF(pt). If Y denotes the 
collection of isomorphism classes of simple subrings of L, then there is a 
natural bijection between Jo and the set of triples ((m, q, w)) of positive 
integers m, q, and w satisfying 
(4 mln, 
@I q I t, 
(4 Cm, 4) = 1, 
Cd> w I (n/m>. 
For a fixed positive integer m, let 
N(n, t; m) = l{q 1 q divides t and (q, m) = l}l, 
P(n, t; m) = N(n, t; m) 7-[n/m), 
and 
Nn, t> = I 9 I, 
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where q is a positive integer and T(S) denotes the number of positive 
divisors of s. Thus, for a given m, N(n, t; m) enumerates the isomorphism 
classes of centers of simple subrings, while P(H, t; nz) enumerates the 
isomorphism classes of simple subrings. 
The determination of the above counting functions depends on the 
factorization of t and n, and in particular, on their common primes. Let 
t = Pl"' ... pi”a = aa, n = pF . . . p;“b = @, 
where ai 3 I, bi 3 1, pi is a prime, and (a, b) = 1. Since m divides n, 
fl7 = pl”’ p$ z cc, 
where 0 < ci < bi, c divides b, and ? = (m, t). 
The above notation is fixed for the remainder of this section. The next 
lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 3.2. (For the above notation.) (a) S(n, t) = &,, P(n, t; m). 
(b) rft = xy, where (x, y) = 1, then 
N(n, t; m) = N(n, x; m) N(n, y; m). 
(c) N(n, t; m) = N(n, t; E), where nz = Cc is defined above. 
COROLLARY 3.3. (For the above notation.) (a) N(n, 5; C) = z-(a< $ l), 
where the product extends over all i such that ci = 0, where i; = ppp? ... p>. 
(b) N(n, a; E) = T(a). 
ProoJ: Both results follow directly from the fact that 




S(n, t) = c N(n, t; m) T(n/m) 
mln 
= zn N(n, t; Cc) ~(n/~c) 
= C C N(n, t; 2) 7(6/c) 7(6/c) 
clb E[b 
[by Lemma 3.2(c)] 
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where T(b) = Cdrb 7(d). Then, by Lemma 3.2(b), 
S(n, t) = T(b) c iv@?, a; C) N(n, a, 2) T(@) 
e16 
= T(b) T(a) c N(n, z, C) T(b/E) 
E/6 
[by Corollary 3.3(b)] 
= T(b) T(a) c IJ @i + 1) fl (bj - cj + 11, 
qb‘ i j=l 
by Corollary 3.3(a) and the well-known value of T. The nicest situation 
occurs when (n, t) = 1; then, Z = C = 6 = 1. For example, when 
L = ~ko)?z .
PROPOSITION 3.4. If@, t) = 1, then 
s(t, n) = 7-(t) T(n). 
4. ENUMERATIONOFTHESIMPLESUBRINGSIN A GIVENISOMORPRISMCLASS 
Let S be a simple subring of L. Let Y denote the set of simple subrings S 
in L with S isomorphic to S. To determine 9, we need to review the basic 
facts concerning isomorphisms between finite simple rings. Let VI and V, 
denote spaces of finite dimension over finite fields k, and k, , respectively. 
A mapping p: VI ---f V, is o-semilinear, for a fixed injective field morphism 
o: k, -+ k, , if p(ul + ~4 = p(s) + p&J and ~(4 = 44 p(v) for 
v, 01 2 v2 in V, and 01 in k, . 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Vi be a ki-vector space for i = 1,2. 
(a) (k& is isomorphic to (k& if and only if kI is isomorphic to k, 
andn, = n2. 
(b) Let S6 = End,*(VJ for i = 1,2. If A: S, --+ .S, is a ring 
isomorphism, then there is a semilinear isomorphism p: V, -+ V, satisfying 
A(a) = pap-l for all a: in S, . 
Proof. See [4, p. 451. 
View L as End,(V). If fl is in Aut(L), then /l(a) = pap-l for a semilinear 
isomorphism p: V+ V. Let (b, ,..., b,) be a basis of V. Suppose a is the 
automorphism of k associated with p and p(b,) = Cj ajibj , 1 < i < n. 
Let P = [aij]. Then p may be identified with the pair (P, CT), Set 
PGL,(k) = GL,(k)/k”, where k* = k - (0). The map ,!lp -+ (P, CT) 
determines a group isomorphism between Aut(L) and the semidirect 
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product PGL,(k) x Aut(k). Since 1 G&(k)1 = qn(n-1)/2 nF=, (qi - 1) and 
j Aut(k)j = t, where k = GE’($) = GF(q), we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. / Aut(L)l = I PGL,(k)I 1 Aut(k)l = tqntn-l)la nyc2 (qi - 1). 
Suppose S, and S2 are simple subrings of L. Lemma 4.1 indicated that 
a ring isomorphism A: S, + S, is a conjugation by a semilinear iso- 
morphism. We now show that A may be lifted to an automorphism of L; 
i.e., there is an automorphism fl: L + L with d Is1 = d If S, and S, are 
k-algebras, this is the well-known Noether-Skolem theorem. The fact that 
this result may be extended to simple subrings hinges strongly on their 
centers being finite fields and thus behaving respectably under auto- 
morphisms (e.g., see [2, Lemma 1.1). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let S, and S, be simple subrings of L. rfn: S, + S, is a 
ring isomorphism, then there is an automorphism A of L with A Is, = A. 
Proof. For notational simplicity, we assume S, = S, . The general 
proof follows the same lines. It is helpful to recall Diagram II. 
Let A: S -+ S be a ring automorphism. Then A jk, = 6: k, --f k, is a 
field automorphism. Since k, C kl , there is a natural surjective group 
morphism Aut(k,) + Aut(k,) given by the restriction map, i.e., B + 6 lie, . 
Let 6 be in Aut(k,) with (5 = B lk, . An important fact of the Hochschild 
Galois theory is that T = Sk ‘v S ok, k (see [3, pp. 150-1531). Thus, 
define d: T + T by &sol) = A(s) 6(m), where s is in S and Q: in k. Note 
that S(k) = k. It is easy to check that fl^ is a well-defined ring 
automorphism of T, where T is simple k-subalgebra of L. We may now 
apply the Noether-Skolem theorem, lifting fl^ to an automorphism fl of L. 
Clearly, ,!I js = 6. It should be noted that the standard form of the 
Noether-Skolem theorem is stated for k-algebra automorphisms of T; 
however, a slight modification of the proof allows the extension to ring 
automorphism of T (for example, see [3, p. 1761 or [2, Lemma 1.11). 
It is now possible to enumerate the set 9 of subrings S with S N S. 
Y={(s_cLIShlS) 
= {AS 1 fl in Aut(L)} (by Lemma 4.3). 
Precisely, Lemma 4.3 shows that the map Aut(L) + Y by ,!!l+ fl Is is 
surjective. 
Let 1(S) denote the stablizer of S under Aut(L). Then 
j Y I = [Aut(L): I(S)] = 1 Aut(L)I/I I(S 
Lemma 4.2 determines j Aut(L)l. It remains to find j I(S)\. 
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Again, by Lemma 4.3, the map I(S) + Am(S) by /l+ n Is determines 
a suvjective group morphism. Further, 
Ker( is) = {/I 1 ,!l js = identity on S> = Aut,(L). 
Hence, 1(S)/Aut,(L) N Aut(S) and / r(S)1 = I Aut,(L)I I Aut(S)l. By 
Section 3, S determines a triple (m, q, w), where S N (k& and k, = 
GI;(p”“l”). Thus, by Lemma 4.2, we have, explicitly, / Aut(Q1. Hence, 
it remains to determine 1 Aut,(L)l. Let G = Aut,(L). We know that 
G/G, E Aut,&k) (Diagram II). Thus, 1 G j = 1 Aut$k)[ j G, 1 = q 1 G, 1. 
Further, G is regular. Hence, the inner-automorphism 1, is in G if and 
only if p is in R[G]. But, by Diagram I and Lemma 2.3(b), R[G] N (k& . 
Thus, the number of invertible p in R[G] is j GL,(k,)l. However, 
IO, = IO, if and only if p1 = ap, for 01 in k - {O}. Thus, 1 G, / = 
I GL(W(l k I - 1). 
To summarize, let (m, q, w) denote the triple determined by S in 
Section 2 and let r(m, q, w) = 1 Y [. Then 
r(m, 4, w> = I AuWll C9 
= I AutW(l A%G)I I Au@)l) 
= I A~+W(q I 6, I I AuW’N 
= Uim>Ll f’GhdW(l PGLWI I ~(-G.&N)l~ 
where j k / = $, / k, j = pmt, and j k, 1 = pmtiq. 
Thus, the number r of simple subrings of L is 
= C C C r(4, m, 4. 
ml% at wl(n/m) 
(q,m)=l 
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